Showcats Chicago Presents

**CHICAGO: FELINE INFURNO**
Reignited

**CHICAGO**
AUGUST 25-27
McCormick Place

**18 Rings**
(16 AB / 2 SP)

**JUDGES:**

**FRIDAY**
- Robby Whyte (AB)
- Debbie Lopeman (AB)
- Chris Unangst (AB)
- Kim Chenault (AB)
- Brenda Russo (AB)
- Nikki Crandall-Seibert (AB)

**SATURDAY**
- Fate Mays (AB)
- Vicki Jo Harrison (AB)
- Robby Whyte (AB)
- Carlos Lopez (AB)
- Toni Jones (AB)
- Johary Gomez (AB)

**SUNDAY**
- Fate Mays (AB)
- Carlos Lopez (AB)
- Carol Lawson (AB)
- Marion Schiff (AB)
- Johary Gomez (SP)
- Amy Stadter (SP)

**ENTRY CLERK**
Liz Brown

**SHOW MANAGER**
Richard Hoskinson & Liz Brown

---

Win a chance for a trip to the 2023 TICA Annual if you’re entered by August 1st